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ABSTRACT The NC machine tool behaviour and the respect of the geometric tolerances of one machining operation is a function of many parameters. The dynamic features of the machine, the cutting forces, tool-matter interactions, etc. influence machining scatterings. It is then necessary to use finishing allowance or to slow down the dynamic capacities of the production means. The main drawback of these solutions is to generate additional manufacturing costs. The progressive arrival of machine tools for high speed cutting brings new possibilities but elevated speeds of displacement generate scatterings on the trajectories due to, among others factors, problems of inertia. The present survey intends to contribute to the identification of the speed-precision relationship by highlighting the scatterings from experiences led on circular interpolation cases for different speeds of displacement and radius of interpolation. From the experimental results, the quantified influences for the different cases can be corrected directly in the NC code program. The generalisation of the methodology can be applied to any surfaces and integrated in the development of a CADCAM post-processor taking in account the machine behaviour. KEY WORDS. High speed machining, Precision, NC code program optimising.



1. Introduction The survey of the machining scatterings for a given manufacturing process is a part of objectives guaranteeing a gain of productivity. Facing the complexity of phenomena and the important number of theoretical approaches including the whole machine elements in presence, tool, piece and fixture is difficult and cannot quickly correspond to an industrial case. Information collected on master pieces can bring an experimental solution then for readjusting the machining process. The emergence of the high speed machining (HSM) improves in some cases states of surface and reduces cycle time but the increased displacement speed generates machining imperfections, particularly targeted to changes of directions and interpolations. In HSM, the reduced depths of cut are achieved to increase feed rates. The effects of the machine inertia then predominate on tool bending phenomena. However, the compensation method of machining errors can be the same as one for the tool deflections [SEO 97]. The used correction becomes an offset in relation to the data obtained on scatterings, either in real time or after a machined standard workpiece. Every complex machining operation can be decomposed in a sum of elementary displacements, the same manner as a CADCAM system one. These displacements are either linear or circular interpolations. The quantification of influences for the different cases is achieved on a HSM milling centre. Once the behaviours identified, the method of correction must be chosen. 2. Characteristic interpolation choice At reading the workpiece program generated by a CADCAM post-processor or by an aided programming, we can notice two types of interpolation : linear (G0, G1 in ISO or GOTO in APT) and circular (G2, G3 in ISO and MOVEARC in APT). A preliminary survey, made on a piece for aeronautic industry (turbine blades) shows that scatterings happen in zones where trajectory changes and that we can consider the internal shortcomings due to linear interpolation negligible. In the context of this survey, we are firstly interested in the case of circular interpolations function of the feed rate and of the radius of the programmed interpolation. This corresponds well to a variation of cutting conditions generating by the machining scatterings since the imposed trajectory orders different kinds of motions on the different axes. The conception of standard workpieces gathers the necessary information (figure 1), it is about the influence of feed rate on three different radius of circular interpolation and the influence of the radius in the case of displacement at the maximum feed rate (10 m/min). The observed streaks on the first piece testify the chosen step of feed rates. The



initial case (1 m/min) is used like reference since it must not generate scatterings due to the high speed of displacement. Then, the feed rate increases from 2 m/min until it reaches the maximum feed rate.
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Figure 1. Standard work piece for test with feed rate and radius variation For the second standard workpiece, the variation of radius is proportional to the Ydepth. This permits to treat a large number of radius by shape metrology and to define the behaviour since the radius of interpolation. 3. Identification of behaviours 3.1. Circular interpolation measures Measures of standard workpieces are done on a 3D measuring machine considering the machined surfaces discrete. A 3D roughness measuring machine then enables to measure the shapes for verification. We treat the files of points in order to master the geometric modelling of surfaces [MER 97]. To identify the circular interpolations, we use the least square method applied to the circle and get the following shifts ∆I, ∆J and ∆R. The limit of this methodology appears on definitions of the circle center shifts (∆I,∆J) in relation to the radius shift (∆R) and we can reason on a center offset : ∆I,J piled up = ∆I,J ± ∆R [DES 98]
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For example, in the case of the feed rate variation (figure 2), the cases where a fast



displacement and a tight interpolation radius are encountered brings increasing shifts ∆I and ∆J. The shift ∆J increases with the feed rate, very significantly for interpolation radius of 12.5 mm and 25 mm. For the radius of 6.25 mm the scatterings are negligible compared to the accuracy of the measures because machining with a tool of diameter 6 mm cannot be considered anymore like a circular interpolation, the displacement and the speed being too low. However, the more the radius of interpolation decreases, the more the shortcomings aim to a reduction of the machined diameter. 0.7 I (r=6.25) 0.6 J (r=6.25)
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Figure 2. Influence of the feed rate variation on circle centres For shifts ∆I, scatterings are less important since the measures of semi-circles. Shortcomings balance themselves between phases of coming down and coming up in workpiece material (figure 1). Besides, it concerns scatterings on the machine Xaxis that is, contrary to the Z-axis (relative to ∆J and ∆R), less difficult to move thanks to a reduced inertia compared to the other axes one. In the case of radius variations results confirm the previous observations. We notice on figure 3 that the reduction of the programmed interpolation radius influences the machine behaviour and decreases the machined radius. Shifts ∆I are not always significative and the least square method does not allow to distinguish the quarter of circle where the tool starts the machining (X+Z+ displacement) from the quarter of circle where the tool finishes the machining (X+Z displacement -). Shifts ∆J are therefore identical for both configurations.
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Figure 3. Influence of the interpolation radius variation on circle centres This experimental identification of the circular interpolation drifts is interesting because it shows the machine behaviour and allows a first approach for correcting shortcomings. It is obvious that the precision of results must be compatible with the expected machining precision. Therefore some cases may not be satisfied because of the limit accuracy of the least square method. 3.2. CNC comportment The dynamic response of the machine to the different kinds of displacements partially appears on the sampler integrated to the numerical controller (figure 4 concerning tests on the influence of the interpolation radius for the semi-circle). It is then possible, to observe the differences between the programmed trajectory and the real situation of axes in time. These results do not represent all the shortcomings noted on standard workpieces but, however, we notice the influence of the interpolation radius on three cases (radius of 25, 35 and 50 mm) for the positioning error of Z-axis. So, we can confirm the hypothesis of the variable behaviour of a machine since the context of use and we can verify the consistency of our results. The horizontal shift is due to the fact that machining operations are more or less long, the time origin is the end of semi-circle machining. The influence of the interpolation radius appears in vertical shift and the piled up shortcomings can reach 0.28 mm for a radius of 25 mm, this corresponds to our experimental results. We notice that there are two types of errors during the change of quadrants : a positive error at beginning and at the end of the semi-circle (displacement more



important on Z-axis in relation to X-axis) and a negative error to the Z+ passage towards Z-.
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Figure 4. NC shift of the real trajectory in relation to the programmed trajectory 4. Application to any behaviours 4.1. Specific defaults highlighting However, we notice that the identification of a shape defect or a machining behaviour is limited by the chosen model. The choice of circle arcs can unfit with the hypothesis of any variation of shortcomings in the studied interpolations. The presence of trajectory shortcomings, for example where a change of quadrant happens, requires a segmentation into several interpolations or the definition of polynomial curves (cubic spline,...). We notice that the behaviour of the control loops of the numerical controller and of the feed-drives have their own limits, these limits are particularly reached when an abrupt variation of displacement direction (angle of 90°), an oscillation to the passage of angle appears (see figure 5). This phenomenon, observed on the control loops, is due to the inability of the control laws to respond accurately to an abrupt variation of displacement. This generates an undulation that converges towards the initially programmed movement. Although this phenomenon is transitory, we can note that the remained horizontal linear interpolation is shifted from the programmed path. This corresponds to the behaviours identified in our experimentations and it justifies the use of the mirror



correction [DES 98].
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Programmed tool path X-axis Figure 5. Shortcomings at direction change Nevertheless, the measures of shape shortcomings on 3DMM reduces the oscillation and, thus, limits the observation of the phenomenon (figure 6). The diameter of the palpating head and the increment for the discretisation of the surface have important influences. Besides, we can think that the mechanical part (backlashes and strains), the machine acts notably like a filter for the fast oscillations, and the larger the tool diameter is the more reduced the magnitude of these oscillations on the workpiece surface. In spite of these observations the identification of this source of errors cannot be neglected and can require to take into account in the correction methodology. 4.2. Default treatment methodology In the case of the segmentation of the interpolation into several displacements, it is interesting to study the number and the type of elements characterising the interpolation. The segmentation is operated till it does not exist a sufficient continuity at the scale of our measure precision. A circle materialised by a certain number of points measured by the 3DMM can therefore, after treatment, be considered as subsequent circle arcs that will be defined by three points, at least. We use in the algorithm four points that permit to define one displacement easily. Overmuch this test of circularity, the co-linearity can be used in an identical way to define straight segments as type of elements characterising the interpolation. Considering polynomial curves this use seems quite to be adapted to the irregular shortcomings hypothesis. The modelling can then perfectly replicate the machined shape by passing to a large number of palpated points (all points or a weighting of



those that are out of the tolerance interval). Y or Z-axis 3D measuring machine
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X-axis Figure 6. Filtering oscillations by the measures on 3DMM Nevertheless, the modelling becomes more complex and the correction may be affected. This type of identification of shortcomings corresponds better to free-form or complex machining surface whose programs are achieved by CADCAM means. Indeed, if it is not directly written with this methodology [DUC 97], the workpiece program is made of a large number of points for which it is difficult to identify the linear and circular interpolations. Following calculations of identification on the necessary CADCAM means (workpiece program in G1 functions or directly in polynomial curves) and measures of the 3DMM, the comparison between the polynomial curve and the machined ones becomes possible. Interpretations of all the metrology results are interesting for creating a data bank on the process knowledge [PER 99], and then, being able to achieve the workpiece program with a case based reasoning [WEI 97]. Our objective is to use the experimental results punctually to correct the specific displacements defined in the NC code program. If results are function of the machining context during the experimentation, they cannot enable to clearly set laws of behaviour and they must be reproduced for different machines. 5. Methodology of correction 5.1. Principle Possibilities of NC code programs correction intervene by modifying or adding code, for the coordinates of displacement and feed rates ([BOU 92],[HAS 98]) and



for the values of acceleration parameters (maximum acceleration, ramp, ...). We choose a corrective treatment of the machine upstream the behaviour of the machining operations when the workpiece program is created. The advantage of this procedure is that it can be generalised to every pieces to be processed on the machine and that it can easily be computerised. The drawback consists in the necessity to achieve standard workpieces, in order to complete the data base progressively. Considering the corrections of displacement coordinates, the use of a mirror correction (shift of a value opposed to the error) seems to be the most suitable method. Indeed, it is then just necessary to recalculate the displacement coordinates [DES 98]. These modifications affect quite a few the displacement conditions and results of these corrections are close to the measure precision. However, the achievement of workpiece programs segmenting interpolations into several subsequent displacements generates continuity constraints. The technique used to connect two interpolation elements can be either a linear interpolation or a pursuit of the first element until it intersects the second one. Considering our correction values of scatterings are low enough not to use continuity constraints affecting the quality of surface state. 5.2. Application to polynomial curve The use of polynomial curve is a response to solve the continuity constraints because it allows to manage the whole trajectory by only one expression (spline). The example of the figure 7 shows a mirror correction applied to a free-form surface. The calculus principle can be defined since two possibilities : •



Either a comparison of altitude (position on Z-axis in our case), the machined surface have to be discretised since defined steps on X-axis and Yaxis creating a grid and, then, to compare the altitude of the PM and PP points. The achievement of the corrected surface, by the mirror method, is calculated by subtracting the altitude of programmed surface of the distance between PM and PP. For every measured point we create a PC point enabling to build the corrected surface. However, this method is relatively simple to implement in the discretisation software of the 3DMM but it does not correct the surface like a real mirror correction.



•



Or by calculating the point PC by the orthogonal symmetry with ratio 1 to the programmed surface of the PM points. This makes a real mirror correction shown on figure 7. This calculation is more complex and risk to increase the time of calculation to generate the corrected trajectory. Therefore, it cannot be systematic and must be implemented in the algorithm of the postprocessor for the well identified cases.
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Figure 7. Mirror correction applied to a free-form surface A change of behaviour, for example for quadrant change, does not require anymore a segmentation but this technique risks to highlight the limits of the mirror correction. Indeed, the hypothesis of the negligible influences of the positioning offset on a specific displacement cannot be admitted anymore. For circular interpolations we compare the influence of radius of 6.75 to 55 mm and noted scatterings, involving an opposite correction, are of about a few tenth of millimeters. The offset of the mirror correction is therefore able not to modify the behaviour for the studied case significantly and we neglect this influence. On the other hand, the polynomial surfaces can be the object of numerous disturbances met in the specific zones (changes of quadrant, angles, changes of interpolation,...). Transforming this geometry modelling by the mirror method may generate unexpected phenomena like increased position oscillation. An inversion of curvatures can happen by applying the correction and its influence is not mastered anymore (figure 8). On one hand, for a complete mirror correction (using the orthogonal symmetry), the calculation may provide situations that might destroy the continuity of the surface or generate some useless loops. On the other hand, movements ordered to the mechanical part are opposite, after the mirror correction, and the oscillation can generate uncontrolled behaviours. It is therefore necessary to limit the mirror correction according to the distortion of the machined surface.
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Figure 8. Mirror correction with risk of divergence 5.3. Dynamic parameters use Another possibility of action to reduce the observed phenomena is to act on the dynamic parameters. For feed rates and for acceleration ramp (variation of forces due to inertia during displacements), the gain brought on the geometric quality of the manufactured surfaces must be compared to the loss of time due to the reduction of the dynamic variables of the machine (acceleration and speed). It is obvious that the reduction of the feed rate brings the machining back in good conditions but the correction becomes less efficient because the precision increases in interrelations to the increased machining cycle time. Therefore, this kind of correction fits more especially cases for which quality of state surface or shortcomings generated at displacements intersections are major constraints. 6. Perspectives Our works will currently deal with the generalisation of this identification methodology of machine behaviours to any kinds of interpolations and surfaces. It



requires to do design standard workpieces for characterising the dynamic behaviour of the machine inspired by HSM machine qualification (Mercedes and Cetim workpiece, etc.). They enable to test most of interpolations as well as possible extrapolations (by linearising). The figure 9 shows an example of a standard workpiece currently studied. This workpiece requires six distinct radius of interpolation (trigonometric and anti-trigonometric direction) as well as two corners between two linear interpolations. The width of the workpiece enable to test this path for various step incremented feed rates.



Figure 9. Circular interpolation standard workpiece The distinguished internal shortcomings of an interpolation, in relation to the expected trajectory, must enable to refine our corrections. The exact knowledge of the shape shortcomings involves the segmentation of interpolations in several zones and an intrinsic correction of the interpolation. This can directly be applied to the circular interpolations where shortcomings vary since the quadrant of displacement (X+Z+, X+Z-, X-Z+ and X-Z- for the plan at paths). Once internal shortcomings mastered, identification can deal with intersections of interpolations (linear and circular) and with places where it exists abrupt changes of displacement direction. For these cases, a correction of acceleration ramp is interesting. We can use limits of acceleration by axis, of feed rates and approach speed as well as the dynamic variables given by the machine manufacturer (Q_RA, Jerk, etc.). It is therefore necessary to identify each influence, always by the means



of standard workpieces, to ensure the best profile pursuit and to compare the gain in terms of accuracy and machining cycle time. The formalisation of the data base on the knowledge of the machine behaviours and the computer application of this methodology is under development. Phases of trajectory identification, of comparison with the information of the data base and of the NC code program correction will constitute the visible part for the user. Our objective is to define an intelligent post-processor, that takes into account the shortcomings caused by the machine during the achievement of machining trajectories. 7. Conclusion The identification of manufactured surfaces warrants the geometric tolerance specified at the workpiece designing stage, for surfaces generated by circular interpolations or for more complex ones punctually. This survey proposes an experimental modelling of problematic cases and a punctually correction of every displacement. The gain in accuracy is interesting because we directly work on the finished surface. The modifications of displacement coordinates do not influence the cycle time of machining significantly. Experimental results used to characterise the machine behaviour are implemented in a data base. This base is the source of information used by the trajectory optimisation software under development. The aim of these works is the definition of a conceptual approach for generating tool trajectories reducing the number of roughing cut and the finishing allowance. Progressively, the final goal will consist in obtaining the workpiece directly with only one finishing cut. References [BOU 92] BOUZAKIS K.D., EFSTATHIOU K., PARASKEVOPOULOU R., "NC-Code preparation with optimum cutting conditions in 3 axis milling", Annals of the CIRP, Vol. 41, p. 513-516, 1992. [DES 98] DESSEIN G., REDONNET J.M., LAGARRIGUE P., RUBIO W., "Qualification and optimisation of accuracy in numerically-controlled machine-tools", Proceedings of the 1st International Seminar on Improving Machine Tool Performance, p. 351-361, 1998. [DUC 97] DUC E., BOURDET P., "NC Toolpaths generation with non-uniform B-Spline st curves for HSM of mold and dies", Proceedings of the 1 French and German Conference on High Speed Machining, p. 240-248, 1997. [HAS 98] HASCOET JY., SEO T., DEPINCE PH., "Improved process of compensation for an industrial workpiece in end milling", Proceedings of the 1st International Seminar on Improving Machine Tool Performance, p. 363-374, 1998.
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